I attended the JCEP (Joint Council of Extension Professionals) conference in early February to represent NYSACCE4-HE. The theme of the conference was The Friendly Workplace. There was a great deal of laughter in the room. As the speaker said, “Just because we have access 24/7 365 doesn’t mean we have to be available 24/7 365.”

The Family Friendly Workplace

I. What is JCEP (Joint Council of Extension Professionals)?

A. JCEP is the center of the Extension profession and a partnership of Extension professional associations: doing what each cannot do effectively alone, building connections to the national level and learning more about Extension in other states.
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C. JCEP is the center of the Extension profession and a partnership of Extension professional associations: doing what each cannot do effectively alone, building connections to the national level and learning more about Extension in other states.

D. JCEP is the center of the Extension profession and a partnership of Extension professional associations: doing what each cannot do effectively alone, building connections to the national level and learning more about Extension in other states.

E. JCEP is the center of the Extension profession and a partnership of Extension professional associations: doing what each cannot do effectively alone, building connections to the national level and learning more about Extension in other states.
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A. Why should you join JCEP?
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